
LED solutions that will reduce your energy and maintenance costs

Warehouse  
Specific Lighting



About Energy Harness

Established in 2010, Energy Harness Corporation 
(EHC) specializes in the manufacturing and 
nationwide distribution of high quality commercial 
LED lighting. Combining our wide range of products 
and technical expertise, we create innovative 
LED solutions that will reduce your energy and 
maintenance costs.

With multiple teams of experienced lighting professionals, EHC can 
offer engineering and technical support as well as in-house energy 
analyses to all prospective clients. Our wealth of knowledge in 
lighting consultation and installation enables us to be an integral part 
of the lighting process from planning and purchasing all the way to 
project completion.

Energy Harness® is headquartered in Cape Coral, Florida and along 
with our Midwest office in Indianapolis, Indiana we are able to 
shine our light on the entirety of the United States. With our lighting 
consultants and professional installation teams on call and ready to 
travel, quality light is always within your reach.



LED Bay Lighting
When it comes to warehouses, Energy Harness® has you 
covered. With years of testing done in our central storage 
facility, we have the knowledge and products to provide 
you an affordable and efficient solution to your warehouse 
lighting needs.

LED Solutions  |  Bay Lighting
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Reduced Energy Usage
Energy Harness® LED lights are far more efficient 
than traditional lighting solutions, leaving you 
extra wiggle room in your budget.

Circular High Bay

Traditional High Bay

Increased Safety
The lack of any dark spots or shadows can 
eliminate safety hazards for your team.
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Superior Distribution
The advanced design of Energy Harness® 
LED products means no shadows, no glare 
and an even spread of light.



LED Solutions  |  Interior Spaces

LED Interior Lighting
Offices are one of the most important areas when it comes to 
lighting; the efficiency of your staff can be dependent on the 
lights in their work area. Proven to increase productivity by 
eliminating lighting distractions, our LED Flat Panels and Tube 
Lights are an easy solution to improve your office lighting.

Increased Productivity
LED lights have been proven to increase 
efficiency by reducing eye strain and 
distractions in the office.1

Advanced Lighting Control
Energy Harness® offers plenty of wireless 
accessories to put you in control of your 
light.

Modern Looks
Replace your traditional lighting with 
enhanced, more modern fixtures to 
improve the aesthetics of your workplace.

LED Flat Panel

LED Linear Tube Lights

Before After
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1“How Lighting Affects the Productivity of Your Workers.” How Lighting Affects the Productivity of Your Workers - Blog | MBA@UNC, University of North Carolina, 11 Sept. 2017



LED Solutions  |  Exteriors

LED Exterior Lighting
First impressions are everything. That is why no corners can 
be cut when it comes to exterior lighting. Energy Harness® 
offers a multitude of lighting products that draw attention to 
your business, even after hours. Not to mention, on average 
an LED light will reduce your lighting energy usage by up to 
75% of the traditional lights’ usage!

Enhanced Security
The lighting output of an Energy 
Harness® LED is more than enough to 
deter any would-be troublemakers.

Reduced Energy Usage
The efficacy of Energy Harness® LED fixtures 
allows much less power to be used for a 
cleaner, brighter light.

Improved Aesthetics
With our wide range of LED products, 
we can give your exterior a lighting 
makeover.

LED Wall-Pack

LED Slimline Cobra
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LED Solutions  |  Manufacturing

LED Manufacturing Lighting
Manufacturing facilities can be delicate and dominating 
all at the same time. That’s why you need a light that can 
stand up to punishment and still provide you with substantial 
illumination. Many Energy Harness® LED products are rated 
up to IP65 or higher, giving them the ability to have a long, 
bright lifespan in your facility. 

Long Lifespans
Most Energy Harness® products are rated at 
or above a 50,000 hour lifespan, making them 
perfect for those hard to access fixtures.

Lowered Operating Costs
Unlike traditional lighting, our LED products do not produce 
extreme amounts of heat, which in turn can lower not just 
your lighting energy usage but also HVAC costs.

LED Tri-proof Light

Durable Products
Built with superior quality, Energy Harness® 
LED lights are more than capable of standing 
up to the daily abuse of manufacturing facilities.
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LED Garage Light



LED Solutions  |  Benefits of LED Financing
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Contact your Lighting Consultant today to discuss how you can upgrade your lighting 
with no money out of pocket!

• Maintenance free for the lifespan  
of the lights

• 50%-80% energy savings

• 8 -15 year lifespan

• No environmental hazards  
(mercury or ballasts)

• Products pay for themselves  
in 1-3 years

LEAF Makes Your LED Lighting Upgrade More Affordable

Energy Harness® Lighting 
Upgrades Reduce Your Costs

• 100% Financing - include other costs such as taxes, 
freight and installation

• No Drain on Cash - purchase your lighting upgrade with 
no money upfront

• Payment Flexibility - LEAF tailors payment plans to your 
business

• Smart Payments - monthly energy savings often equal or 
exceed payments



WHAT THEY’RE SAYING
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Illuminate your inventory the right way! Contact us today to reduce 
your energy cost and start putting money back into your pocket!  

Over the past few years, Energy Harness® has been helping hundreds of clients 
across the United States achieve their energy goals while improving their quality of 
light. Here’s what some of them have to say about us.

“Energy Harness provides quality products, quality workmanship, and quality 
service. They expressed a level of care and concern for us as customers that  
I have not experienced with any other vendor.”
– PARIS PEGG, DIRECTOR OF THE MORRISON-REEVES LIBRARY

“Your employees were highly competent and extremely courteous during the 
installation process and you worked diligently to meet our needs… 
The Senior Center is now a brighter and better place because of this project.”
– SHARON PITCOCK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE PUTNAM COUNTY SENIOR CENTER

“If this were your money and you could start saving now, would you wait until  
next year to implement the LED technology?”
– CRAIG KINYON, CEO OF REID HEALTH 

sales@energyharness.com  |  www.energyharness.com


